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First published in 1978, Reading Greek has become a best-selling one-year introductory course in ancient Greek for students and adults. It combines the best of modern and traditional language-learning techniques and is used widely in schools, summer schools and universities across the world. It has also been translated into several foreign languages. This volume provides full grammatical support together with numerous exercises at different levels. For the second edition the presentations of grammar have been substantially rewritten to meet the needs of today’s students and the volume has been completely redesigned, with the use of colour. Greek–English and English–Greek vocabularies are provided, as well as a substantial reference grammar and language surveys. The accompanying Text and Vocabulary volume contains a narrative adapted entirely from ancient authors in order to encourage students rapidly to develop their reading skills, while simultaneously receiving a good introduction to Greek culture.
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Menander
This book is written to be used in step with Reading Greek (Text) of the Joint Association of Classical Teachers’ Greek Course. In it will be found:

A: Section-by-section grammatical explanations and exercises to support the reading of the twenty sections of the Text (pp. 1–368). While we recommend that the Text is tackled before students turn to the grammar and exercises, no harm will be done by taking a different view.

B: A Reference Grammar, which summarises and sometimes expands upon the essential features of the grammar met in the Course (pp. 369–464).

C: A number of Language Surveys which look in detail at some of the more important features of the language (pp. 465–496).

D: A Total Vocabulary of all words that should have been learnt – this has been appended to the Text as well – followed by a list of proper names (pp. 497–520).

E: A vocabulary for the English-Greek exercises (pp. 521–528).

F: Indices to the grammar and to Greek words (pp. 529–543), originally constructed by Professor W. K. Lacey and his students at the University of Auckland, New Zealand and here revised.

It would be impracticable to produce an exhaustive grammar of the whole Greek language. We have therefore concentrated attention on its most common features. Students and teachers should bear in mind that the first aim of this grammar is to help students to translate from Greek into English.

Peter Jones
Newcastle on Tyne
October 2006
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The second edition of Reading Greek (2007)

The main features of the revised course

Reading Greek was originally written on the assumption that its users would know Latin. Tempora mutantur – it has now been revised on the assumption that they do not, and in the light of the experiences of those using the course over nearly thirty years. While the overall structure of the course and its reading matter remain the same, the most important changes are:

Text
1. The running and learning vocabularies are now in the Text, on the same pages as the Greek to which they refer. The Text also has the total Greek-English Learning Vocabulary at the back, as does the Grammar.
2. There are indications throughout the Text of what grammatical material is being introduced and at what point; and there are cross-references to the sections of The World of Athens (second edition) relevant to the story-line and issues under discussion.

As a result of these changes, the Text can now act as a stand-alone ‘revision’ reader for anyone who has a basic grasp of ancient Greek, whatever beginners’ course they have used. The second half of the Text in particular, starting with its carefully adapted extracts from the extremely important legal speech
against the woman Neaira and leading on to Plato and an introduction to the dialects of Herodotus and Homer, makes an ideal introduction to some superb literature and central social, cultural, historical and philosophical issues relating to the ancient Greek world.

3. Various aspects of the cultural and historical background of the Text are discussed from time to time in situ.

4. The original Section Five has been split into two sections, Five and Six. As a result, there are now twenty sections to the course.

Grammar

The Grammar has been completely re-written and re–designed. The aim has been to make its lay-out and content more user-friendly:

1. There is an introduction to some basics of English grammar and its terminology, and its relation to ancient Greek.

2. Explanations are clearer and fuller, composed for those who have never learnt an inflected language, and the lay-out more generous on the eye.

3. Brief, usually one-word, Exercises accompany the explanations of each new item of grammar. If the teacher so chooses, these can be used to provide instant feed-back on the student’s grasp of the new material.

4. Declensions go down, not across, the page and the ‘shading’ of cases has been abandoned.
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Abbreviations

abs.(olute)  m.(asculine)
acc.(usative)  mid.(dle)
act.(ive)  n.(euter)
adj.(ective)  nom.(inative)
adv.(erb)  opt.(ative)
aor.(ist)  part.(iciple)
art.(icle)  pass.(ive)
aug.(ment)  perf.(ect)
cf. (= confer) (Latin: ‘compare’)  pl.(ural)
comp.(arative)  plup.(erfect)
cond.(itional)  prep.(osition)
conj.(ugated, ugation)  pres.(ent)
contr.(acted, action)  prim.(ary)
dat.(ive)  pron.(oun)
decl.(ension)  q.(uestion)
def.(inite)  redupl.(icated, ication)
del.(iberative)  rel.(ative)
dir.(ect)  s.(ingular)
f.(eminine)  sc.(ilicet) (Latin: ‘that is to say’)
fut.(ure)  sec.(ondary)
gen.(itive)  seq.(uence)
imper.(ative)  sp.(eech)
impf. (= imperfect)  subj.(unctive)
inc.(uding)  sup.(erlative)
ind.(icative)  tr.(anslate)
indec.(linable)  uncontr.(acted)
indef.(inite)  unfulf.(illed)
indir.(ect)  vb. (= verb)
inf.(inite)  voc.(ative)
irr.(egular)  lit.(erally)

1st, 2nd, 3rd refer to persons of the verb, i.e.
1st s. = ‘I’ (sometimes 1s.)
2nd s. = ‘you’ (sometimes 2s.)
Abbreviations

3rd s. = ‘he, she, it’ (sometimes 3s.)
1st pl. = ‘we’ (sometimes 1pl., etc.)
2nd pl. = ‘you’
3rd pl. = ‘they’